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Day 1 Dryland Training 

Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up 

stairs, down stairs and then back to training room. 

Shooting: 

Wrist Shot working on quick release, keeping eyes up and accuracy. 

Last 3 min at the shooting station have the players compete with each 

other by shooting for every hole seeing how many pucks it takes them 

to hit all of the pockets. 

 

Stick Handling: 

Split into 2 groups.  Stick handle while dribbling soccer ball 3 sets of 20 

seconds a piece. 

Have players stick handle keeping their feet moving in a side to side 

motion passing a soccer ball to each other. 

Have a competition to see which group can pass the soccer ball while 

dribbling for the longest amount of time. Losing team does push-ups. 

 

Agility Ladders: 

Have players go through our different ladder exercises. Focus on 

speed and quickness.  Youtube: 25 Agility Ladder Drill for Elite 

Performance – if you are in need of ideas 

 
Sprints 

5:  10 yard explosion sprints 

5: 20 yard sprints 
5: 40 yard sprints 
5  10 yard sprints 

 
Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 

 



Day 2 Dryland Training 
Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up stairs, down stairs and then back 

to training room. 

Shooting: 

Wrist Shot working on quick release 

Pull shot: set up 2 pucks about a foot apart. Player stars with their puck on the far side of the 2 set up 

pucks and pull the puck towards their body and shoot the puck all in one motion. 

Have one station where athletes use the passer to pass the puck receive it and shoot with their eyes up 

as quick as possible. 

Last 3 minutes have athletes compete with each other by playing around the world.  Player shoots if 

they hit the bottom left corner they go to the upper left to upper right to lower right to 5 hole.  If the 

player misses they can chance their shot but if they miss they start completely over. If they choose not 

to chance it they stay at the last one they made and it’s the next persons turn. 

 

Stick Handling: 

Split into 2 groups. Have players walk along the balance beam stickhandling under. Focus on bending 

knees and continuously moving hands back and forth with their eyes up working on split vision. 

Attack Triangle station: 

Have players make moves on the triangle practicing going through feet, stick focus on shoulder fakes 

and head fakes as well. 

Stick handle and pass station: 

Have players stick handle by moving their hands and feet. Player passes ball to partner while stick 

handling, player keeps feet moving side to side.  Partner catches ball and passes it back to their partner. 

Player catches the ball and immediately goes back to stick handling their ball. Partners switch every 20 

seconds.  

 

Agility Ladders: 

Have players go through our different ladder exercises. Focus on speed and quickness.  Youtube: 

25 Agility Ladder Drill for Elite Performance – if you are in need of ideas 
 

Plyo Station 
Players stand in circle and do stationary frog jumps. Players bend knees keeping their shoulders back, 
when players reach 90 degrees they explode up driving their knees to their chest. 10 jumps at 3 sets 

focus on explosion with about 1 minute rest between sets. 
3 line skate walks 

 
Have players walk in a skating style with knees bent, have them push back diagonally keeping front knee 
back, recover bringing the foot back underneath with toes pointing out, repeat with other foot.  Repeat 

15 yards 

 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 



Day 3 Dryland Training 

Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up stairs, down stairs and 

then back to training room. 

Shooting: 

Snap Shot working on quick release, eyes up and accuracy. Have one station with self passer 

and work on one time snap shots releasing the puck quickly, shooting towards the direction the 

goaltender was coming from…or upper corner opposite side. 

Last 3 minutes have athletes compete with each other by playing PIG. Pick type of shot and hole 

   

Stick Handling: 

Set up 2 -3 different stick handling circuits with any patterns using the pucks with the bolts 

running through them.  

 

Agility Ladders: 

Have players go through our different ladder exercises. Focus on speed and quickness.  

Youtube: 25 Agility Ladder Drill for Elite Performance – if you are in need of ideas 
 

Sprints 
10: 10 yard explosion sprints 

4: shuttle runs 10 yards.  Set up cones 10 yards apart. Players run touch one line where cones 
are run back, touch the line where cone is and sprint back through the starting line. Focus on 
quick starts and stops seeing as this is a very common theme in hockey.  One minute of rest 

between sets 
 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 

 

  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Day 4 Dryland Training 

Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up stairs, down stairs and 

then back to training room. 

Shooting: 

Snap Shot working on quick release, eyes up and accuracy. Have one station with self passer 

and work on one time snap shots releasing the puck quickly, shooting towards the direction the 

goaltender was coming from…or upper corner opposite side. 

With the players focusing on snap shots, have them pair off at one station, players should move 

their feet right to left in a skating motion.  Have the players partner stand behind them – they 

are going to tell them where to shoot.  The shooter moves his feet side to side, the person 

behind them may yell lower right. The players goal is to hit the lower right shooting off which 

ever foot they are on when the partner tells them to shoot while releasing the puck as quick as 

possible.  In addition to doing snap shots, have the players work on wrist shots as well.  End – 

play shooting game with the entire group. Pick a player. If teammates think he/she will make it 

they should go to one side, if they think they will miss they should go to the other.  If they are 

wrong they have to do some sort of exercise.  

 

Stick Handling: 

Split into 2 -3 groups.  

Attack Triangle station: 

Have players make moves on the triangle practicing going through feet, stick focus on shoulder 

fakes and head fakes as well. 

Have players walk along the balance beam stickhandling under. Focus on bending knees and 

continuously moving hands back and forth with their eyes up working on split vision. 

Speed stick handling: Set up a line of pucks and the player goes through stick handling as fast as 

possible. Matt Cullen drill. 

Soccer ball station: dribble the soccer ball and hockey puck at the same time. 

 

Agility Ladders: 

Have players go through our different ladder exercises. Focus on speed and quickness.  

Youtube: 25 Agility Ladder Drill for Elite Performance – if you are in need of ideas 
 

Conditioning 
Exercise tag:  Set up 4 cones to be tag boundaries.  Pick 1 or 2 people to be “it”.  When a player 

gets tagged they have to go outside the coned area and do an exercise of the instructors’ 

choice. Once they do this they are back in the game.  Go 1 min on, 30 sec off increments.  

Switch taggers every minute.  Great for agility.  

 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 



Day 5 Dryland Training 

1 Group. 

2 lines.  Face each other – players should be matched up by strength.  Players should be able to 

reach across and touch their opponents shoulder w/o having to stretch for them. 

1. Have players face each other, feet flat on floor, hockey position. Touch hands together 

with opponent (no locking hands).  On your mark.  Players are to push each other with 

both hands, but feet have to remain in one spot.  1st player to “step out” loses – reset 

and go again.  Go for about 1min, rest go again – 3 sets.  

2. Have players set up Right foot on ground, left foot up.  Touch right hands.  On you mark 

players push each other. 1st player to “step out” loses – reset and go again.  Go for 

about 1min, rest go again – 3 sets. 

3. Left foot down, right foot up. Touch left hand – repeat #2 process. 

4. Have about ½ the group go at a time other half is watching.  Partner up, face each other, 

lay on belly.  Heads should only be about 1 ft apart. Instruct players to go to plank 

position (to sway backs or no Teepee’s). On your mark, players are to try and swat one 

or both arms from underneath their opponent. Can use either hand, encourage them to 

switch in order to fake out their opponent. CANNOT grab arm – can only swat at it.  1st 

player to fall loses.  Set up, go again.  1 min – switch groups, each group goes 2-3 times. 

5. Same start as above, same idea as above, same rules as above except now players are 

allowed to move in a circle to attack opponent.  But only allowed to move in a circle.  

Opponent can move away by moving opposite way from them in circle.  Must stay in 

plank, first to fall loses, set up go again. 1 min, switch. Each group goes 2-3 times. 

Tennis Ball Sprint. 

2 lines.  Coach sets up behind player, Player must remain looking forward.  Coach 

will toss tennis ball from behind player to in front of him/her – player wants to 

retrieve ball prior to it bouncing a 2nd time on the ground.  Adjust distance 

accordingly for players. 

Coach will stand in front of players.  Have a starting line they must stay behind.  

Coach will hold tennis ball to their side above head height.  Player is allowed to 

leave as soon as they see coach release the ball from their hand.  Adjust distance 

according to player – see who can get the furthest away from the starting line.   

Push up/Sit up if there is time. 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 



Day 6 Dryland Training 
Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up stairs, down stairs and then back 

to training room. 

Shooting: 

PeeWee/Bantam: Slap Shot:  Demonstrate the correct way of shooting a slap shot. Focus on Weight 

shift, flex of stick and quick release.  

Squirt: Snap Shot working on quick release, eyes up and accuracy. Have one station with self passer and 

work on one time snap shots releasing the puck quickly, shooting towards the direction the goaltender 

was coming from…or upper corner opposite side. 

With the players focusing on snap shots, have them pair off at one station, players should move their 

feet right to left in a skating motion.  Have the players partner stand behind them – they are going to tell 

them where to shoot.  The shooter moves his feet side to side, the person behind them may yell lower 

right. The players goal is to hit the lower right shooting off which ever foot they are on when the partner 

tells them to shoot while releasing the puck as quick as possible.  In addition to doing snap shots, have 

the players work on wrist shots as well.  End – play shooting game with the entire group. Pick a player. If 

teammates think he/she will make it they should go to one side, if they think they will miss they should 

go to the other.  If they are wrong they have to do some sort of exercise.  

 

Stick Handling: 

Split into 2 -3 groups.  

Attack Triangle station: 

Have players make moves on the triangle practicing going through feet, stick focus on shoulder fakes 

and head fakes as well. 

Have players walk along the balance beam stickhandling under. Focus on bending knees and 

continuously moving hands back and forth with their eyes up working on split vision. 

Speed stick handling: Set up a line of pucks and the player goes through stick handling as fast as 

possible. Matt Cullen drill. 

Soccer ball station: dribble the soccer ball and hockey puck at the same time. 

 

Agility Ladders: 

Have players go through our different ladder exercises. Focus on speed and quickness.  Youtube: 

25 Agility Ladder Drill for Elite Performance – if you are in need of ideas 
2 Ladders at once.  Ladder relays.  Split into 2 groups. Have 1st person go carrying a soccer ball or 

medicine ball – player has to hand the soccer ball to the 2nd person in line. Everybody goes once, losers 
do push ups, repeat as time allows. 

 
Sprints 

2 lines: Have one coach 30-40 yards out with hands out to side.  Players will do various starts with 

sprints – 1st to touch coaches hand. Regular start.  Right leg start (left knee on ground, face wall so that 

they are pushing off of their right leg when the start). Left leg start (right knee on ground, face wall so 

that they are pushing off of their left leg when the start).  Belly start.  Seated backward spin Right. 

Seated Backward Spin Left. – 2 of each set. 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 



Day 7 Dryland Training 
Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up stairs, down stairs and then back 

to training room. 

Shooting: 

PeeWee/Bantam: 1. Slap Shot:  focus on shooting for power and accuracy. 2. Teach 1-time slap shots 

and practice 1-timing puck (have them figure out where they like the puck, back foot, front foot, middle) 

3. Wrist and snap shot 4. PIG using all the shots taught to this point. 

Squirt: Pull shot: set up 2 pucks about a foot apart. Player stars with their puck on the far side of 

the 2 set up pucks and pull the puck towards their body and shoot the puck all in one motion. 

Have one station where athletes use the passer to pass the puck receive it and shoot with their 

eyes up as quick as possible. 

Last 3 minutes have athletes compete with each other by playing around the world.  Player 

shoots if they hit the bottom left corner they go to the upper left to upper right to lower right 

to 5 hole.  If the player misses they can chance their shot but if they miss they start completely 

over. If they choose not to chance it they stay at the last one they made and it’s the next 
 

Stick Handling: 

Split into 2 -3 groups.  

Attack Triangle station: 

Have players make moves on the triangle practicing going through feet, stick focus on shoulder fakes 

and head fakes as well. 

Speed stick handling: Set up a line of pucks and the player goes through stick handling as fast as 

possible. Matt Cullen drill. 

Soccer ball station: dribble the soccer ball and hockey puck at the same time. 

Creative Station – have players dribble in any manner they would like while their partner holds numbers 

in fingers up that the partner must yell out. 

 

Agility Ladders: 

Off ice Iron Cross drill.  Sprint forward, sprint back to middle, shuffle left, shuffle right, sprint backward, 

sprit forward, shuffle right, shuffle left, done.  Set up 2. 
 

Plyo 
Cones 15 yards apart. 

4 sets of frog jumps, focus on explosion getting your knees to chest.  One legged jumps, knees to 90 and 

explode up while moving forward. 2 sets per leg.  Backward lunges, 4 sets. 

 

 

 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 

 

 



Day 8 Dryland Training 

Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up stairs, down stairs and 

then back to training room. 

Shooting: 

Review Day:  Each player can choose their own activities. They should use all of the shots that 

you have taught.  They should focus on vision and quickness in release.  Last 3-4 minutes, have 

players see how many out of 5 they can make using the correct fundamentals and quick 

release. 

 

Stick Handling: 

Set up a stick handling competition.  Set up an obstacle course using different drills we have 

used at this station.  Go around the squares and see how long it takes to get you back to the 

beginning.  Time each player for competitive reasons. Winner gets a Gatorade or something 

along those lines.  

 

Agility Ladders: 

Have players go through our different ladder exercises. Focus on speed and quickness.  

Youtube: 25 Agility Ladder Drill for Elite Performance – if you are in need of ideas 
Let the players choose the series they want to go through 

 

Conditioning 
Skate walks 

Stride jumps – looking for length in stride, make sure they load each time 

Rhythm jumps – 2 foot jumps, rhythm should be the same the entire length. 

 

 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Day 9 Dryland Training 

Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up stairs, down stairs and 

then back to training room. 

Shooting: 

Back Hand: Teach the correct form to shoot a backhand shot effectively.  Focus on shifting their 

weight and snapping their wrists through the puck.  Make sure they are not flipping the puck 

and that they are snapping their wrists through.  Have players do back hands for half the time.  

On the other half of the time have the players working on quick release wrist and snap shots, 

focusing on getting rid of the puck quickly.  Have players move feet stick handling the puck side 

to side while moving their feet side to side also. Partner stands behind them and tells them 

where to shoot.  When the player tells them where to shoot, they have to shoot on whatever 

foot they are on at that time.  

 

Stick Handling: 

Set up a Circuit to go through  

 

Agility Ladders: 
Have players go through our different ladder exercises. Focus on speed and quickness.  

Youtube: 44 Awesome Drills That Make Your Body Faster and Your 
Mind Sharper or 30 Agility Ladder Drills - Beginner, Intermediate and 
Advanced Variations – if you are in need new of ideas 

 
Conditioning 

10 Stationary jumps. Bend knees to 90 explode up getting your knees to chest.  4 sets of 10 

One legged jumps, knees to 90 and explode up getting your knees to chest. 2 sets of 10 per leg 

 

Have players spread out in a circle.  Their feet should point diagonally out like a skating motion.  Have 

them bend their knees to just above 90 and hold it in this position.  Shoulders knees and toes should be 

in a line.  Hold for 30 seconds, 45 secs 2nd time and 1 min last time.  30 secs in between each set.  

 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 10 Dryland Training 

Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up stairs, down stairs and 

then back to training room. 

Shooting: 

Backhand practice continued as well as adding passing and shooting also.  Have players pass to 

each other, catch the puck either on their forehand and bring it to backhand and shoot OR have 

them catch it on their backhand and shoot.  Still focus on vision and shooting for particular 

spots of the net.  

   

Stick Handling: 
Split into 2 -3 groups.  

1.Attack Triangle station: 

Have players make moves on the triangle practicing going through feet, stick focus on shoulder fakes 

and head fakes as well. 

2. Use maroon balance beam – go through for spend, no balancing. 

3.Creative Station – set up 7-8 pucks in a square. Have the players move through they pucks creatively 

w/o touching 

 

Agility Ladders: 

Have players go through our different ladder exercises. Focus on speed and quickness.  

Youtube: 44 Awesome Drills That Make Your Body Faster and Your 
Mind Sharper or 30 Agility Ladder Drills - Beginner, Intermediate and 

Advanced Variations – if you are in need new of ideas 
 

Sprints 
10: 10 yard explosion sprints 

4: shuttle runs 10 yards.  Set up cones 10 yards apart. Players run touch one line where cones 

are run back, touch the line where cone is and sprint back through the starting line. Focus on 
quick starts and stops seeing as this is a very common theme in hockey.  One minute of rest 

between sets 
4 – 20 yard sprints.  Players lay on back, feet towards the finish line.  On your mark, they hop up 

and sprint to finish line.   
 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 11 Dryland Training 

Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up stairs, down stairs and 

then back to training room. 

Shooting: 

Backhand practice continued. Game day, First 3 min do back hand practice.  For the rest of 

station time , have the players play around the world, PIG or 5 puck competitions. 

   

Stick Handling: 
Split into 2 -3 groups.  

1. Dribble stick ball while moving feet side to side around the square 

2. Dribble stick ball while dribbling a soccer ball with your feet 

3. Dribble stick ball while passing one soccer ball back and forth 

4. Pass the stick ball while each person dribbles their own soccer ball. 

 

Agility Ladders: 

Have players go through our different ladder exercises. Focus on speed and quickness.  

Youtube: 44 Awesome Drills That Make Your Body Faster and Your 
Mind Sharper or 30 Agility Ladder Drills - Beginner, Intermediate and 
Advanced Variations – if you are in need new of ideas 

 
Sprints 

Off Ice Iron Cross – see Dryland Day 7 if you forgot 
 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 12 Dryland Training 

1 Group. 

2 lines.  Face each other – players should be matched up by strength.  Players should be able to 

reach across and touch their opponents shoulder w/o having to stretch for them. 

1. Have players face each other, feet flat on floor, hockey position. Touch hands together 

with opponent (no locking hands).  On your mark.  Players are to push each other with 

both hands, but feet have to remain in one spot.  1st player to “step out” loses – reset 

and go again.  Go for about 1min, rest go again – 3 sets.  

2. Have players set up Right foot on ground, left foot up.  Touch right hands.  On you mark 

players push each other. 1st player to “step out” loses – reset and go again.  Go for 

about 1min, rest go again – 3 sets. 

3. Left foot down, right foot up. Touch left hand – repeat #2 process. 

4. Have about ½ the group go at a time other half is watching.  Partner up, face each other, 

lay on belly.  Heads should only be about 1 ft apart. Instruct players to go to plank 

position (to sway backs or no Teepee’s). On your mark, players are to try and swat one 

or both arms from underneath their opponent. Can use either hand, encourage them to 

switch in order to fake out their opponent. CANNOT grab arm – can only swat at it.  1st 

player to fall loses.  Set up, go again.  1 min – switch groups, each group goes 2-3 times. 

5. Same start as above, same idea as above, same rules as above except now players are 

allowed to move in a circle to attack opponent.  But only allowed to move in a circle.  

Opponent can move away by moving opposite way from them in circle.  Must stay in 

plank, first to fall loses, set up go again. 1 min, switch. Each group goes 2-3 times. 

Tennis Ball Sprint. 

2 lines.  Coach sets up behind player, Player must remain looking forward.  Coach 

will toss tennis ball from behind player to in front of him/her – player wants to 

retrieve ball prior to it bouncing a 2nd time on the ground.  Adjust distance 

accordingly for players. 

Coach will stand in front of players.  Have a starting line they must stay behind.  

Coach will hold tennis ball to their side above head height.  Player is allowed to 

leave as soon as they see coach release the ball from their hand.  Adjust distance 

according to player – see who can get the furthest away from the starting line.   

Push up/Sit up if there is time. 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 



Day 13 Dryland Training 

Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up stairs, down stairs and 

then back to training room. 

Shooting: 

Focus on shooting any shot correctly, using vision and shooting quickly.  Players choose their 

shot – must be a different on every time. Last 3 min – players choose a favorite game for 

competition.  

   

Stick Handling: 
Create obstacle course 

 

Agility Ladders: 

Have players go through our different ladder exercises. Focus on speed and quickness.  

Youtube: 44 Awesome Drills That Make Your Body Faster and Your 
Mind Sharper or 30 Agility Ladder Drills - Beginner, Intermediate and 
Advanced Variations – if you are in need new of ideas 

 
Sprints 

2 lines: Have one coach 30-40 yards out with hands out to side.  Players will do various starts with 

sprints – 1st to touch coaches hand. Regular start.  Right leg start (left knee on ground, face wall so that 

they are pushing off of their right leg when the start). Left leg start (right knee on ground, face wall so 

that they are pushing off of their left leg when the start).  Belly start.  Seated backward spin Right. 

Seated Backward Spin Left. – 2 of each set. 

 
 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 14 Dryland Training 

Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up stairs, down stairs and 

then back to training room. 

Shooting: 

Focus on shooting any shot correctly, using vision and shooting quickly.  Players choose their 

shot – must be a different on every time. Last 3 min – players choose a favorite game for 

competition.  

   

Stick Handling: 
1.Attack Triangle station: 

Have players make moves on the triangle practicing going through feet, stick focus on shoulder fakes 

and head fakes as well. 

2. Use maroon balance beam – go through for spend, no balancing. 

3.Passing Station using passing tool – focus on soft hands both forehand and backhand – NO SOUND.  

Can use partners as well. 

 

Agility Ladders: 

Have players go through our different ladder exercises. Focus on speed and quickness.  

Youtube: 44 Awesome Drills That Make Your Body Faster and Your 
Mind Sharper or 30 Agility Ladder Drills - Beginner, Intermediate and 
Advanced Variations – if you are in need new of ideas 

 
Sprints 

10: 10 yard explosion sprints 

4: 40 yard explosion sprints – Players will be full speed no later than half way through 

4: 15 yard backward sprints – stay low, bent knees 

 

 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 15 Dryland Training 

Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up stairs, down stairs and 

then back to training room. 

Shooting: 

Rapid Shot: Players will choose Wrist or Snap shot for all 5 shots. Set up 5 pucks – player will 

shoot all 5 pucks in succession as quickly as possible – keeping vision, technique and accuracy in 

mind. Player must shoot – Low left, upper left, upper right lower right, 5 hole in that order – 

players compete to see who can hit the most pockets. 

   

Stick Handling: 
1.Players move feet in a side to side motions while dribbling the ball and keeping their eyes up. 2 groups 

20 seconds a piece. 

2. Have the Players do the same motion but and an extra stick ball. Each player has one of their own – 

there is a 5th ball out at the same time.  The player dribbles their ball while watching the extra ball.  

While they do this, the extra ball is passed around the square in random order.  When the ball comes to 

the player they should stop the ball they are dribbling, catch the extra ball, do two to three hard dribbles 

and pass it to a different player. Once they have released the ball, they begin dribbling their first ball 

again. Feet should move at all times. 2-3 sets, break in between. 

3. Have all the players in a group spread out in the squares.  Start with 2-3 balls and have them begin 

passing the balls randomly to different people around the square.  Make rules like they can’t pass to the 

same person twice or they can’t pass to the person next to them at any time.  Continue to add balls until 

there is one less ball as people on the square.  Time the players seeing how long they can last. At the 

end of the session have the players who lost do some sort of exercise or clean up the pucks, etc.  

 

Agility Ladders: 

Have players go through our different ladder exercises. Focus on speed and quickness.  

Youtube: 44 Awesome Drills That Make Your Body Faster and Your 
Mind Sharper or 30 Agility Ladder Drills - Beginner, Intermediate and 
Advanced Variations – if you are in need new of ideas 

 
Conditioning  

Exercise tag:  Set up 4 cones to be tag boundaries.  Pick 1 or 2 people to be “it”.  When a player 

gets tagged they have to go outside the coned area and do an exercise of the instructors’ 

choice. Once they do this they are back in the game.  Go 1 min on, 30 sec off increments.  

Switch taggers every minute.  Great for agility.  

 
 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 

 

 



Day 16 Dryland Training 

Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up stairs, down stairs and 

then back to training room. 

Shooting: 

Focus on shooting wrist or snap/slap shot (depending on age). One time and catch and release 

focus (squirts catch and quick shot). Play PIG or around the world using one timers 

   

Stick Handling: 
1.Players move feet in a side to side motions while dribbling the ball and keeping their eyes up. 2 groups 

20 seconds a piece. 

2. Have the Players do the same motion but and an extra stick ball. Each player has one of their own – 

there is a 5th ball out at the same time.  The player dribbles their ball while watching the extra ball.  

While they do this, the extra ball is passed around the square in random order.  When the ball comes to 

the player they should stop the ball they are dribbling, catch the extra ball, do two to three hard dribbles 

and pass it to a different player. Once they have released the ball, they begin dribbling their first ball 

again. Feet should move at all times. 2-3 sets, break in between. 

3. Have all the players in a group spread out in the squares.  Start with 2-3 balls and have them begin 

passing the balls randomly to different people around the square.  Make rules like they can’t pass to the 

same person twice or they can’t pass to the person next to them at any time.  Continue to add balls until 

there is one less ball as people on the square.  Time the players seeing how long they can last. At the 

end of the session have the players who lost do some sort of exercise or clean up the pucks, etc.  

 

Agility Ladders: 

Have players go through our different ladder exercises. Focus on speed and quickness.  

Youtube: 44 Awesome Drills That Make Your Body Faster and Your 
Mind Sharper or 30 Agility Ladder Drills - Beginner, Intermediate and 
Advanced Variations – if you are in need new of ideas 

 
Conditioning  
Skate walks 

Stride jumps – looking for length in stride, make sure they load each time 

Rhythm jumps – 2 foot jumps, rhythm should be the same the entire length. 

 

 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 17 Dryland Training 

Warm-up: if not warmed up, jog around the inside of Rink 1 going up stairs, down stairs and 

then back to training room. 

Shooting: 

Competition Day 

Partner tells when/where to shoot: Groups of 3 – 2 shooters per turn, one person tells players 

where to shoot, the 1st person to make it gets a point – play to 3 and then switch shooters. 

   

Stick Handling: 
Create stick handling course – time it to see who can get through the fastest w/o mistakes. Add 1 sec 

per mistake. 

 

Agility Ladders: 

Have players go through our different ladder exercises. Focus on speed and quickness.  

Youtube: 44 Awesome Drills That Make Your Body Faster and Your 
Mind Sharper or 30 Agility Ladder Drills - Beginner, Intermediate and 
Advanced Variations – if you are in need new of ideas 

 
Conditioning  

Exercise tag:  Set up 4 cones to be tag boundaries.  Pick 1 or 2 people to be “it”.  When a player 

gets tagged they have to go outside the coned area and do an exercise of the instructors’ 

choice. Once they do this they are back in the game.  Go 1 min on, 30 sec off increments.  

Switch taggers every minute.  Great for agility.  

 
 

Finish with a “1,2,3 Packers” 

 


